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A text information extraction algorithm
based on label path clustering1

Jing Qiu2, 3, Yuhan Chai2

Abstract. XML documents are widely used in computer and Internet technology. Based

on XML documents, data exchange can be e�ective. However, the extraction of text information

determines the utilization and e�ciency of the data. The traditional text information extraction

algorithm has low accuracy and low e�ciency. Therefore, a text information extraction algorithm

based on label path clustering was proposed in this paper. Then the traditional PBClusreing

algorithm was improved. Finally, the veri�cation test was carried out. As can be seen from

the result, compared with the traditional algorithms, the improved text information extraction

algorithm has signi�cant advantages in noise elimination and e�ciency. Therefore, the improved

text information extraction algorithm can be applied to the speci�c practice, which is conducive

to promoting communication and utilization of Internet data, and has positive signi�cance for the

development of the Internet.
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1. Introduction

With the continuous development and application of modern computer technol-
ogy and Internet technology, people rely more and more on the Internet, and the
Internet has greatly changed people's way of life [1]. When people use computers
and the Internet to communicate with each other, there are more extensible markup
language applications (hereinafter referred to as XML), which can exchange data
among di�erent data sources [2]. In terms of structure and function, XML can
not only represent structured data, but also represent unstructured data of the Web
class, which is widely used in database, data exchange, e-commerce, natural language
conversion and so on, and has become a standard language for data representation
and exchange [3]. With the increasing of XML class data, how to e�ectively carry
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out this kind of data information has become more important. XML data is mostly
represented in the form of XML, and in the XML document, the two main forms
are hierarchical and semi-structured. At present, the data mining methods for this
kind of document include classi�cation processing, clustering analysis and structure
mining (Yan et al. 2015) [4]. The clustering processing of XML documents is usu-
ally done in two aspects: structured clustering processing and content clustering
processing [5]. In this paper, a text information extraction algorithm based on label
path clustering was proposed to achieve the rapid and accurate extraction of XML
class information. And the algorithm was compared with the traditional method.
Thus, the accuracy and practical value of the algorithm were understood.

2. State of the art

The development of information technology leads to exponential growth of In-
ternet information, and it is harder and harder for people to acquire the knowledge
they want. It is a challenge to �nd the desired information from heterogeneous,
dynamic and distributed Web information library and convert it into the informa-
tion and knowledge that users need [6]. When using Web retrieval to query relevant
information, a list of results is returned to the user, and according to the correlation
algorithm, a variety of factors are calculated to carry out sorting [7]. In these sorting
algorithms, the frequency, location, number, importance, and number of clicks being
queried are considered synthetically [8]. At present, the related clustering analysis
of HTML language �les applied in Internet has been studied more and more, and
the fast and accurate extraction of text information has been realized. However, the
research of information extraction algorithms for XML documents is relatively small,
which is not conducive to the use and communication of Internet information [9].
At present, TreeFinder and Tag-based are the main methods to extract structural
information of XML documents. In this paper, a collection of paths from roots to
leaf nodes was used to represent XML documents [10].

As extensible markup languages, both XML and HTML belong to the category
of SGML, and there are many similarities between them. They are the common
standard languages in the world [11]. XML is a subset based on the SGML language,
but di�erent from the SGML language, it avoids the complex features of SGML
language to some extent [12]. As for the basic functions of XML, in terms of �le data,
documents are varied and diversi�ed by description, and its technology is mainly
oriented to data applications, in which, the meaning of some data and material can
be explained by marking [13]. In processing patterns, XML documents are often
abstracted into semantic layer, syntax layer, character layer, structure layer, binary
�le and so on, which are similar to network protocol TCP/IP [14].
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3. Methodology

3.1. Preprocessing of XML documents

The XML document can be represented in the form of a tree. The main idea
of the new algorithm proposed in this paper is to use sequential pattern mining to
obtain frequent path sets among di�erent XML documents. XML documents with
similar structure have similar frequent paths, while, for XML documents of di�erent
structure, similar frequent paths will be relatively few. Therefore, the clustering
documents, frequent paths can be used as their characteristics. Converting the
XML document into a tree structure, then each node in the tree corresponds to an
element of the XML document. In this paper, tree structure was represented based
on path. In this way, each tree is represented by a collection of paths, and the
ordered nodes form the root node to the leaf node together form the paths. In the
study, a simpli�ed XPath was used to represent the path. It contains both element
information and hierarchical information in the path, so that the XML document
can be represented by a simple collection of XPath expressions [15]. Firstly, the
XML document was preprocessed, to extract the corresponding path set from the
tree structure. And then the duplicate path was deleted. The speci�c process is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The path set for the XML document

When using this representation, in the path, in order to indicate a change in
the hierarchy of the di�erent elements, a "/" will be added behind the element.
Therefore, the Xpath paths obtained after preprocessing include both path element
information and hierarchical information. Since the XML path is a relatively simple
sequence, each element is a XML node and can't be a collection containing multiple
items. Then, in the XML path, if a path is not included in all other paths, then the
path is the maximum path. Path support is involved, the computational method of
which is the ratio of the number of occurrences of a path to the number of documents
in a path set. If in the XML document the path A is contained in the path B, then
the path A can be called a subsequence of path B. It is assumed that a XML path
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set is D, which can be determined by the document number and serial numbers to
which each path belongs, respectively doc− id, seq − id.

The number of occurrences used to compute path support refers to the number
of XML documents that s is contained in D. In this paper, only the frequent paths
among di�erent documents were searched, while the XML paths that were repeated
in the same document were not counted repeatedly. If the given support threshold
is min sup p, the support number of the sequence database for paths in XML is
no less than min sup p, and s is known as the path model. The document set of
XML is converted to the corresponding path set. According to the given minimum
support threshold min sup p, the sequential pattern mining algorithm is used to �nd
the path patterns of all XML. After removing all the paths contained by other paths,
the maximum path pattern can be obtained.

3.2. Frequent path mining process and document clustering

The two XML document trees are input to sample the mining process of the
XML frequent path pattern, as shown in Fig. 2. The minimum support is set to
100%. Preprocessing is performed in the manner described earlier to obtain a XML
path set.

Fig. 2. Two XML document counts

The speci�c steps of XML frequent path mining are:
(1) All frequent nodes satisfying minimum support, referring to the frequent

paths of length 1, should be found out.
(2) According to the frequent nodes found, a Hash mapping table based on fre-

quent node sets is constructed. By using this mapping table, the path of the XML
document machine can be converted and represented. Each frequent node name is
replaced by a corresponding integer, and the result of the conversion is shown in
Fig. 1. After the processing and transformation, the integer sequence can be used
to represent the path, thus reducing the identi�cation space of the XML document
path sequence set, and improving the subsequent mining speed.

(3) AprioriAll algorithm is used to carry out iteration, and thus a collection of
frequent sequences of lengths from 1 to maximum length can be obtained.

(4) The path contained in other patterns in the frequent sequence is eliminated,
so as to obtain the maximal frequent sequence.

The path transformation representation is described in Table 1.
The XML frequent path is used as clustering feature. The number of its maxi-

mum path patterns is a�ected by the minimum support of the path mining phase.
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The appropriate minimum support can e�ectively eliminate noise data and avoid ex-
cessive features missing, so as to ensure that the classi�cation features of the XML
document set can be e�ectively represented in the smaller dimension feature space.

Table 1. Path transformation representation

Document number 1 1 2 2

Path number 1 2 1 2

Original path A/B/C A/B/D A/B'/C A/B'/D

Converted path A//C A//D A//C A//D

After mapping 1,2,2,3, 1,2,2,4 1,2,2,3 1,2,2,4

In the vector intermediate model, the PBClusreing algorithm represents the XML
document set. If the number of maximal frequent paths obtained by XMNL frequent
paths in the excavation stage is n, then an n dimensional vector is used to represent
each XML document. If an XML document contains the maximum frequent path m,
then in the corresponding vector Sm = 1 or Sk = 0. When PBClusreing algorithm
calculates the similarity between documents, the traditional Euclidean distance is
used to perform calculations, and then the clustering algorithm is adopted to perform
clustering.

3.3. Improvement of text information extraction algorithm

There are some problems in the existing information extraction algorithms, and
previous studies have also tested the performance of the PBClusreing algorithm. The
problems existing in the traditional PBClusreing algorithm are mainly embodied in
the following aspects. The accuracy of clustering is not high. Even if the minimum
support of very frequent and veri�able frequent paths is selected, the accuracy of
the �nal clustering results is only about 70%, which is also the reason for the im-
provement of the algorithm. In addition, the sensitivity of PBClusreing algorithm
to noisy data is high. In the performance of arti�cial data and actual high noise
data, the actual noise situation has not been fully considered. And the scalability of
the traditional PBClusreing algorithm is poor. Due to the use of aggregation hierar-
chical clustering algorithm and AprioriAll algorithm, the time complexity required
is higher. In the face of large amounts of data, it is di�cult to e�ectively deal with
the data, and its processing e�ciency is low. Therefore, aiming at many problems
existing in the algorithm, some targeted improvements and research were made in
this paper.

The principle of PBClusreing algorithm is to de�ne the distance between docu-
ments directly through Euclidean distance. Although it is very easy to understand in
the low latitude space, the distribution of the data will obviously improve the noise
level when the high-dimensional data is encountered. And thus, in the conventional
sense, Euclidean distance de�nition is no longer valid, and cosine similarity can be
used to document similarity calculation.

Boolean vectors are often used when documents containing frequent paths are
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represented by the PBClusreing algorithm. However, the di�erences among the
lengths of the frequent paths are not fully taken into account. There are nowa, b, c
documents, and two documents a, b contain the frequent path s1, and b, c documents
contain the frequent path s2. If the frequent paths1 is longer than s2, it is considered
that a is closer to the document b than c. The vector of the XML document can
be weighted, and integer vectors are used to represent an XML document, such as
{s1, s2, · · · , sn}. If there is a k maximum path model in a XML document, then
its corresponding length assignment is sk, or sk = 0. The key codes based on
experiments to obtain weighted paths are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Key codes for weighted paths

In the use of PBClusreing algorithm, the relatively classic AprioriAll algorithm
is applied, the principle of which is anti-monotone. If a sequence fails to pass the
test, all sequences that contain it are considered impossible to pass the test. Based
on this feature, the search space can be cut to make sequential pattern mining
more e�cient. But whether it is AprioriAll algorithm or agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm, the time complexity is still relatively large, and can't meet
the requirements of large document set processing. On this basis, the more e�cient
Pre�xSpan algorithm can be applied. In addition, the K-mean algorithm can be
used in the clustering division, and the e�ciency of the algorithm is also higher. In
this paper, di�erent types of XML document formats can be considered as clustering
centers, and the high-dimensional vector space was relatively sparse, so that the K-
mean algorithm was also applicable. The K-hierarchy algorithm was used to replace
the hierarchical clustering algorithm. Thus, the improved PBClusreing algorithm
based on the K-mean algorithm and the Pre�xSpan algorithm can be obtained.

4. Result analysis and discussion

4.1. Similarity calculation of documents

In this study, a comparative analysis of di�erent clustering algorithms was carried
out. In the four classes of use, each class contained 150 documents. When the
minimum support degree of the frequent path was 5%, Euclidean distance and cosine
similarity coe�cients were compared and analyzed. And the clustering hierarchy and
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K-mean clustering algorithm were adopted. The speci�c results are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Contrastive analysis of two methods of measurement

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the clustering accuracy obtained by cosine similar-
ity coe�cients is better than that of Euclidean distance under the same algorithm.
And in the case of using the same metric method, the K-mean clustering algorithm
has better e�ect than the hierarchical clustering algorithm. It can be seen that,
when calculating the document similarity of the path schema, the cosine similar-
ity coe�cient can achieve better results compared with the traditional Euclidean
distance method.

The path weighted analysis was further carried out. In 11 classes of documents,
each type of document contained 150 �les. When the minimum support of the
frequent path was 8%, the contrast experiments were conducted to analyze whether
the 10 groups joined the path length weight. From the results of the study, it can be
seen that when the path length is added, the accuracy of clustering is improved, and
the range of improvement is about 5�10%. Therefore, the path model can e�ectively
reduce noise and eliminate the in�uence of short path noise.

4.2. Algorithm comparison

In the case of frequent path with minimum support of 5%, Pre�xSpan algorithm
and AprioriAll algorithm were compared in terms of the time e�ciency. The size
of the document, ranging from 200 to 1400, was divided into 7 levels. The speci�c
results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison and analysis of time e�ciency between Pre�xSpan and AprioriAll algorithms

Time (s) 200 400 600 800 100 1200 1400

Pre�xSpan 0.29 0.85 1.21 1.51 1.76 1.82 2.03

AprioriAll 13 40 57 58 53 111 125

As can be seen from Table 2, the Pre�xSpan algorithm is more e�cient and
has a signi�cant advantage compared with the AprioriAll algorithm. Four types of
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documents were further selected, 150 in each category. When the support was 5%
and 15%, respectively, 117 and 49 frequent paths were obtained. Then the K-mean
clustering and aggregation hierarchy were compared and analyzed in terms of time
and accuracy. The speci�c results are shown in Table 3. As can be seen from Table
3, the clustering accuracy obtained by the two algorithms is comparable in the 117
and 49 dimensions. However, further analysis shows that the K-mean algorithm has
a more signi�cant advantage than the aggregation level algorithm.

Table 3. Comparative analysis of time e�ciency between aggregation level and K-mean

Time (s) Aggregation level K-mean

49 dimensional 112 (100%) 0.017 (98%)

117 dimensional 173 (96%) 0.03 (94%)

5. Conclusion

XML documents are used more frequently in data usage. However, there are
many problems such as low e�ciency and low accuracy in the traditional text in-
formation extraction algorithm. Therefore, a more e�cient and reliable algorithm
for text information extraction is urgently needed. Based on the traditional PB-
Clusreing algorithm, the K- mean algorithm and the Pre�xSpan algorithm were
introduced in this paper, and the large data text set can be processed. In order to
verify the practicability of the algorithm, the computation of document similarity
and the performance of other algorithms were compared and analyzed. It can be
seen that the cosine similarity coe�cient has better e�ect, and the path model can
reduce the in�uence of noise e�ectively. In addition, the Pre�xSpan algorithm will
have higher time e�ciency than the traditional AprioriAll algorithm. As for the ac-
curacy of clustering, the K- mean algorithm also has a more prominent advantage.
In summary, compared with the original algorithm, the improved text information
extraction algorithm has better application e�ects, especially for high noise and large
number of processing. And the accuracy is also improved by 10�20%, and the time
e�ciency is also signi�cantly improved.
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